
What’s up with “Bad Metals”



A school is an invitation to pontificate

S. Kivelson and S. A. Kivelson, “Understanding Complexity,” Nature 
Phys. 14, 426 (2018). 

“Nominally, the purpose of a theory of a complex system is 
to supply an understanding of essential phenomena.”





“Simple Metals” reflect perhaps the 
most “exotic” phases of matter

The Landau Fermi liquid theory of the metallic state ranks among the
greatest achievements of the field.

* Extraordinary robustness despite large density of gapless modes:
existence of Fermi surface     - S = g T + … 

Marginal (BCS) instability to superconductivity 

* Quantum dissipation – s(T)   s0 as   T 0      

*Emergent quantum effects on all scales:
e.g.     M=B   F(B/T,EF/B)

* Long-range entanglement:  Sentangle ~ Ld-1 log[kFL]



Quantum Oscillations 

Angle resolved photoemision

Inferred Fermi surface of Sr2RuO4

The Fermi Surface of Sr2RuO4 – It’s real and measurable!



Important resistivity scales from 
theory





Important resistivity scales from 
theory (in 3d)



Assuming some form of Drude theory …



Gurvich, PRB (1981) Emery and Kivelson, PRL (1995)







“Bad Metals”

• Many correlated materials have “metallic” 
conductivities (dr/dT > 0) but at magnitudes 
that, at high T, rise well above rQ.

– Interpretted in terms of Boltzman transport, this 
would mean a mean-free path smaller than the 
Fermi wave-length – in violation of the “Ioffe-
Regel” limit.

• Often r ~ T.

• Complete neglect of Mattheissen’s rule.
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How desperate are we?

Quantum criticality as an organizing principle?

Strongly coupled incoherent fluid of the sort 
suggested by some AdS/CFT correspondence?  

Approach to fundamental bounds on the rate
of equilibration?

Novel Electron Hydrodynamic Regime? 

“At the least, however, holography can supply powerful
metaphors, teaching physicists to think differently, leading 
to new questions to ask in experiments.”

B. Keimer, S.A. Kivelson, M.R. Norman, S. Uchida, J. Zaanen, Nature 518 (2015)



Might hydrodynamics come to the rescue?

Many “bad metals” are good crystals.

Bad metal regime appears relatively
insensitive to sample quality –
maybe this remains true as disorder to 0

Bad metals are “strongly correlated”
maybe that means lee = “small”

Expressed in terms of viscosity, there is no
obvious significance of rq



Might hydrodynamics come to the rescue?

There are lots of phonons

There is both a priori and empirical evidence
of strong electron-phonon coupling.

There is no reason to think that Umklapp
is negligible, either for electrons or
phonons.



“Normal” state (T > T*) ARPES from

Pb0.55Bi1.5Sr1.6La0.4CuO6+d



“Normal” state (T > T*) ARPES from

Pb0.55Bi1.5Sr1.6La0.4CuO6+d
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Summary

1) There exists a solvable model of a metal with
strong electron-phonon coupling for T >> Tc

2) It exhibits a crossover from Boltzmann transport
to semi-quantum transport when 1/t ~ EF

3) Depending on character of the electron-phonon
coupling it either exhibits resistivity saturation
or “bad metal” behavior.

In neither case is the notion of a maximum scattering
rate applicable   G ~  [l EF T]1/2 for EF/l << T << EF

4) It remains to see whether this has anything to do with
the properties of real materials.




